
Sharing of a Showcase Project using Prefabricated Re-bars
(From RSS’s Point of View)

Speaker: Eric, WONG Ka Keung

(WSP - Resident Structural Engineer)
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Showcase Project Summary

High-rise building with 16 storeys
(Non-residential building without basement)
Raft RC footing on rock
RC and structural steel structures
Construction site features:
- Relatively confined site area
- Only one site entrance at quite busy road
- Limited storage area
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On-site Delivery of steel reinforcements (Not prefabricated)

- Storage of steel reinforcements (implementation of Colour Code System)

- Checking materials/documents (Delivery notes, Stockist Cert., Mill Cert., etc)

- Sampling of test specimen (according to CS2, specifications/contracts)

- Tests by Laboratory under HOKLAS

- Pending for test results (or retest for failure) before fabrication/fixing

- Fabrication at on-site bending yard
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On-site Delivery of prefabricated steel reinforcements

- Storage of prefabricated steel reinforcements
- Checking materials/documents

- Delivery notes
- Bar bending schedules (BBS) 
- Order traceability reports 
- Certificates of compliance 

- Ready for use 

• Certain amount of straight re-bars with different sizes are stored for any 
on-site amendments of re-bars fixing works 
(re-bar bending machine is ready for use in site)   
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Samples of documents:

- Bar Bending Schedule
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Samples of documents:

- Order Traceability Report 
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Photos of prefabricated re-bars (delivered on site)
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Summary of routine site operation 

- Contractor (re-bars fixing sub-contractor) prepares BBS and orders prefabricated re-bars
as per construction drawings

- On-site delivery of prefabricated re-bars (RSS checks materials on site)
- Prefabricated re-bars are ready for use   

Advantages and disadvantages of using prefabricated re-bars

Advantages:
- Saves on-site storage area for re-bars stacking and bending yard
- Reduces the amount of wastes of re-bars
- No test for prefabricated re-bars is required (saves time and resources)

Disadvantages:
- Accurate time control and estimate for ordering of prefabricated re-bars is required
- Feasibility of last-minute revision (on-site) of RC details is limited 28



Thank You
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